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BMW X1 xDrive25e xLine - Híbrid endollable

Year 2020

Engine 1499

Power CV 220

Km 30870

Model X1

Condition Ocasió

Type SUV 4x4

Fuel Híbrid Endollable

No. of doors 5

Gearbox Automàtic

Price 34.900,00 €

BMW xDrive25e xLine Sport 220cv - Plug-in hybrid - Steptronic automatic transmission with all-wheel drive - Panoramic glass roof - Light package - Travel Package - Parking assistant - Electrically
adjustable front seats with memory, lumbar support and heating - Executive Plus Package - Driving Package Assistant Plus - xLine Sport Line Package - Navigation Plus System - Interior and
Exterior Mirrors Package - Light Package - Storage Compartment Package - Adaptive LED Headlights - 18-inch bicolor light-alloy wheels - Automatic tailgate operation - Digital cockpit with Head
Up Display - Comfort access and start system - Sports leather steering wheel with multifunction - Dynamic cruise control - Parking Distance Control (PDC) - Rear camera - Black roof bars - Solar
protection glazing - Air conditioning automatic two-zone - Acoustic protection for pedestrians - Active Guard system - LED fog lights - DAB tuner - Edrive connected services - ConnectedDrive
services - Interior rearview mirror with automatic anti-dazzle function - Electrically adjustable and folding exterior mirrors - Satin aluminum exterior parts - Alarm system - Brake and multi-collision
brake - High beam assistant - Lane departure warning - Collision warning with pedestrian detection - Active cruise control with Stop&Go function - Ambient lighting - Driving comfort switch
(Sport-Comfort-ECO PRO) - Recognition of traffic signals - Light and rain sensor - Bluetooth connection with audio streaming - Preparation for Apple CarPlay - 12 month warranty - Available at our
showroom -

*We have carefully described the characteristics of this vehicle, but they do not represent a guarantee for writing errors and data transmission.


